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The notion of free topological groups has been introduced by
Markoffx. The presen noe is o give wo remarks eoneerning it.
The firs is to show ha ree topological groups are always maximally
almost periodic; he ease of discrete reo groups being well-known
And his fact, combined wih an additional observation, shows us he
embeddabiliy of any completely regular spaee into a totally bounded
opologieal groul as a closed subspaee.
Our eond remark is concerned wih a refinemen of he notion of
free topological groups, nsmely, ha of uniform free topological groups
generad by a uniform spa I contains Mark’ free group as its
.qpeeial ease where he eompleely regular space is eormidered under it
fines uniformity.
1. Manmlly almost
R be a completely regular space. The free topological group F geor.
ated by R is characterized by the properties:
i) R is a subspace of F,
ii) R generates F algebraically,
of R into any topological
iii) Given a continuous mapping
group, there exists a continuous homorphism of F into G which is
an extension of the mapling
Theorem 1. The fi’ee topological group F is always may

Proof. Let g be an element of F different from the unit 1.
With a certain number, say n, of elements u, u ..., u from R, g is
expressed in a from
Consider then the (algebraic, discrete) free group F0 generated by the
n elements u, u, ..., u. There exists in F0 an invariant suboup
No of a finite index and not containing g. Let A(h) (heFo) be a
faithful unitary representation of the finite factor group Fo/No, and
put for the sake of simplicity

A A(), A.= A(u), ..., A A(u)
groupe I of unitary matrices, of the same degree as the re-

Since the
presentation A(h), is connected, there exist in
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